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becomes more complicated when an encounter between Fred and Koh releases startling memories.
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From Reader Review Angel & Faith: United for online ebook

Michelle Morrell says

I really do love the dynamic between Faith and Angel, back since the show itself. Faith has long been one of
my favorite characters, and her redemption elevated Angel from emo mope to sage and compassionate guide.
They are both strengthened by the friendship.

Faith has returned London and Angel has taken an old friend under his wing.

The book description itself spoils the appearance of Fred, and I love that she's back. But do I buy it? Does
literally no one ever stay dead? Still, if it's gotta be someone, I'm thrilled it's her, and the fact she can be the
dominant half, bringing forth Illyria only when needed? So freaking convenient, so flippin awesome.
Suspension of disbelief is strong with the Buffyverse in post-show comic form.

The return of Angel Investigations! I girly-squeed. I need a life.

Kate M. Colby says

After a lackluster Volume 2, United represented a return for form for Angel & Faith Season 10. The series
works much better when Angel and Faith act as a team (even if they do have separate side missions).

I loved seeing Fred again, and was relieved that they didn't "give her" back to the fans without serious
complications. Her new relationship with Illyria (for lack of a better word), as well as Illyria's history with
Elder Koh, added interesting twists to the season, and I'm excited to see how the situations develop. I also
appreciated how the volume attempted to show the parallels and differences between magic and science, as
I've always found that to be a theme the Buffyverse does well.

Overall, I really enjoyed this volume, and knowing that an action-packed (and deliciously awkward) reunion
is on the horizon makes me incredibly anxious to read Volume 4.

Kirsty says

enjoyed this

Jim C says

This is the third collection for this season. The other two should be read to understand the proceedings so far.
This is called "United" and it fits. Faith and Angel are back working together as they try to solve the mystery
of the reappearance of a character from the show.

My review might be a little skewed because of the reappearance of Fred and with that Illyria. I wanted one



more season of the television show just so they could have explored this story line as I believe it to be
fascinating. In other words, I am excited to explore it here. I also liked the inclusion of a character from the
Buffy comics and love how these two still continue to crossover. I enjoyed the whole story line but I liked
the little foreshadowing of upcoming events and story lines. The artwork continues to be top notch even
though I do have one minor complaint. If Faith and Fred were on the same panel they were drawn too
similar.

The first two collections dealt with moving the pieces into place and the set up. Now with that being
completed we are finally into the story. This season started off slowly but this collection is much better and I
am looking forward to the next volume.

Margaret Robbins says

Spoiler alert:
I didn't think that Fred would come back, but she did! I loved her and was so upset about what happened to
her at the end of the Angel television show. It seems fitting that when Faith starts to go her own way, Angel
finds another female to be his friend and confidant. I look forward to seeing what the two of them can
continue to do in the fight for the good use of magic.

Ivy says

5 stars

Glad that Fred is back for good hopefully. Also nice to see Eldre Koh again. Poor guy. Hope he'll be able to
save lives and stuff now. Quite glad to be able to see the rest of Spike and Angel's conversation. Wonder if
Angel and Faith will ever get together. Can't wait to read A Little More than Kin!!!

Jaimie says

I gave this volume an extra star just for bringing back Fred. The narrative arc was only OK.

When in doubt, go to the library. says

Remember when Willow got accepted to Oxford but chose to stay in Sunnydale? I wish she would pursue
her education and move to London and fall in love with Fred.

M says

Angel and Faith convene in Magic Town for the third collection of their Season 10 adventures. A mystically
reborn Fred had sought out Angel for answers regarding her return. As Illyria and Fred are now vying for



control of the same body, the nomadic Eldre Koh arrives seeking answers that only the Old One can give
him. Luckily for Angel, Fait is back in town and more than willing to help make things five-by-five. The
volume concludes with a hint at an upcoming Buffy crossover and the potential relaunch of Angel
Investigations. Victor Gischler continues to delicately weave threads of past and present into a cohesively
entertains story. Both of the titular characters are evolving past their mistakes and into their roles as
protectors. Supporting cast members Koh and Nadira are given added depth, and Fred's return is full of the
required joy and angst. Artist Will Conrad brings his entire cast to life beautifully, including Magic Town
itself. Angel and Faith are reunited, and it feels so good.

Aubrey says

Certainly some improvement, with the aid of one particular character.

pianogal says

I like Illyria but it's good to see actual Fred back. Also Angel and Faith back together = good thing.

Wavey Cowpar says

Great to see Fred coming back and the dynamics of her and Illyria sharing bodies and then Eldre Koh
learning to forgive and forgot and move on so not to be consumed by the need for vengeance.

Lani says

I really love the characters of Eldre Koh, Fred, & Illyria, and happy to see them back. Love the new dynamic
of Koh & Nadira (whose wisdom since the creation of Magic Town has been a highlight of the Angel &
Faith comics). The artwork continues to impress.

C.C. Hrivnak says

"Can We Call it Angel Investigations" - Fred

Words can not fully describe the happiness I feel at this moment. If you were fans of the original Angel
series, you probably sobbed when we lost our dear friend Fred to the god Illyria. We were left looking at
Fred's image under the guise of this omnipotent creature who demanded citizens to bow before her or perish
under her previously victorious rule.

Fast forward the end of the series and into the comic series, we lost Fred/Illyria altogether. Now with the new
seed, however, Fred has been reanimated with Illyria as a passenger on the inside. I can't tell you how much



this edition made me smile with her presence being back. I actually think this is my favorite Angel and Faith
graphic novel volume to date! I can't wait to see how Angel and Spike team up to try to solve their issues.

Here's to more Angel and Buffy!

Chris Lemmerman says

The Buffy comics are always at their best when they're taking old continuity and making new stories out of
it, and this volume of Angel & Faith shows exactly how well that can turn out. Picking up on existing stories
from Buffy Season 8 and 9, this volume features the return of Illyria and Koh, as they deal with the aftermath
of the Seed's destruction and following re-ignition, as well as finally giving us some background on Koh
himself.

Victor Gischler meshes this all in well with the other ongoing plots such as Faith's return to London, the
Zane Corporation, and Nadira's mysterious relationship with the magic of Magic Town. It all comes together
to create a cohesive story that is another excellent entry in the ongoing saga of Buffy and Angel comics.
Season 8 of Buffy may have lost its way, but Seasons 9 and 10 continue to impress.


